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As denazification and reconstruction efforts ramped up across Germany in the wake of World War II, Germans and occupying Allied forces found themselves struggling with difficult questions around censorship and preservation, among them what to do with decades worth of Nazi writings. While books including *Mein Kampf* were banned for a period of years after the war as part of an effort to redesign Germany’s political system, reformulate its national identity, and reverse years of indoctrination, the prospect of purging them completely—leaving no copy unpulped—carried unwelcome echoes of Nazi campaigns of book burning and repression. With collective memory and public remembrance as key pillars of the country’s transitional process, the total erasure of past horrors would have been sorely out of step.

To balance these two competing needs—on one hand, to limit the circulation of ugly, potentially corruptive materials; on the other, to preserve them as objects of study and reflection—Germany’s reformers drew inspiration from an archival institution dating back centuries: the Giftschränke. Giftschränke (literally “poison cabinets”) are cordoned-off sections of libraries, whether wings, rooms, or designated shelves and cabinets, built to house...
materials deemed unfit for widespread circulation. Rather than destroying such materials, German censors have, at various times in history, elected to lock them away in Giftschränke, leaving them accessible only to accredited researchers. Put simply, Giftschränke enable access management without deletion—a means of restricting the availability of harmful materials without purging them from the historical record. Where full deletion places artifacts decisively outside of the grasp of those who might otherwise learn from them, the Giftschrank does not.

In keeping with this ethos, copyright over Hitler’s writings was transferred to the Bavarian state government, which—without literally locking all of the texts in a vault—prohibited reprints, and established controls for where and how copies could be held and accessed. The copyright expired at the end of 2015, and reprints have since been published.

The challenges confronted by archivists in postwar Germany—and the solution offered by Giftschränke—reflect a broader issue common to many areas of archival practice. Art, writing, and expression that captures or even champions toxic ideas can be essential to understanding the development of society, ideology, and politics. Had all Nazi writings been purged in the wake of WWII, our historical record would be deeply impoverished. Had all written documentation of the hateful ideas and assumptions of the Confederacy been burned in the wake of the Civil War, the history of slavery and race would stand even less complete.

But an archivist must take extraordinary care in the act of committing such ugliness and toxicity to the historical record—of forever giving it a place in history books, and even making it available to those who might be seduced by it. Archival choices made around what content is preserved in the historical record determine not only whose voices and stories are heard, but also what evidence exists to understand and definitively document atrocities. Preservation and the facilitation of remembrance carry weighty responsibilities to the public at large. Indeed, when Hitler’s Mein Kampf was offered for sale in Germany in 2016 for the first time since WWII, it came in the form of a 2,000-page critical edition, with the clunky hatefulness of the original text juxtaposed with meticulously researched rebuttal. And more prosaic concerns also apply to the prospect of limiting access to some materials, from the privacy of those referenced in archival materials to legal sensitivities arising out of data protection laws.
In recent years, the ethical character of archival preservation has found new relevance in yet-unsolved questions around the frequent nonpublic censorship of speech by private online platforms. Here, the Giftschrank may serve as a model to consider and balance competing values and challenges.

With the ascendance of social media as a primary gateway for public expression has come greater awareness of the concrete harms implicated by “lawful but awful” content like hate speech and disinformation. As platforms have sought to delimit the bounds of permissible speech more restrictively than national laws require (or than the First Amendment would permit of a public actor), they have found themselves taking on the censor’s role. Their task is a challenging one: to set irreducibly normative rules and standards for what speech they will allow to find, or will affirmatively recommend to, an audience; to enforce those rules as consistently as possible across cultural and political lines; and to explain their efforts to a rightly skeptical public. Content governance admits of no closed-form, permanent solution, given the instability of trends in and definitions of harmful content, as well as continual tactical adaptation on the part of those who willfully proliferate such content.

As the platforms have increasingly undertaken this momentous task, they’ve largely refrained from disclosing the specific content moderation actions they’ve taken. Nor have they consistently maintained researcher-accessible records of the content subject to removal. Across and within platforms, removed content is handled in a wide variety of ways in accordance with legal and technical needs. Sometimes content is retained on a temporary basis to support appeals processes or comply with governmentally imposed data retention mandates. Sometimes it is preserved and even shared in accordance with applicable law as part of internal research and transparency efforts. And sometimes it is deleted entirely. The lack of accessible, well-documented indexing and archival schemes for platform-moderation decisions represent a threat to the accountability of one of the largest speech-governance projects ever undertaken; to the efficacy of that project in limiting speech-related harms while championing freedom of expression; and to the historical record. This is an industry-wide, contemporary problem that spans platforms of different shapes, sizes, and digital cultures.

This lack of organized documentation is not entirely without its
reasons—including the archival quandaries involved in committing ugly or outright harmful content to a permanent record. Long-term preservation of material for research purposes remains a challenge for private companies in general throughout recent history, let alone for delicate policy decisions. While we might not worry about the corruptive power of objectionable content in quite the same manner as a 16th century Bavarian censor might, or a fragile post-fascist transitional government, the data that would make up an archive of content moderation activity is nonetheless sensitive. Platforms are rightly wary of aggregating repositories of harmful content for fear of increasing that content’s visibility, raising privacy concerns, and inviting legal exposure.

The Giftschrank model stands to be enormously useful in navigating these complexities, and establishing a framework for transparency, accountability, and historical preservation on the part of online platforms. The conversation around platforms’ documentation of content moderation practices has so far focused largely on real-time or one-off disclosure measures—like application programming interfaces (APIs) for researchers, or data dumps—which make the sorts of concerns above particularly salient. Less well-explored have been the prospects of longer-term, more archivally minded approaches, those that focus less on up-to-the minute telemetry, and more on establishing a longer-term record of how content moderation practices have developed and been implemented over time. While not a substitute for more real-time data sharing, such an approach—complete with the curation, redaction, and access limitation measures that frequently accompany sensitive archival projects—could put those studying content moderation in broader perspective on much firmer footing, and furnish new ground truth for content moderation conversations.

Take, for example, the prospect of a long-term archive of the unprecedented wave of misinformation and disinformation related to the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. Platforms are reasonably hesitant to build and release, even to accredited researchers, compendia of the harmful narratives that they’ve made a moderation priority. Providing reasonably complete information about those narratives would mean offering context around engagement and authorship, potentially implicating risks to user privacy. It also would mean giving information about how and why the content was removed, inviting
criticism of its handling of an ongoing crisis while potentially exposing sensitive tactical information to adversaries. And if researchers are to have access to the underlying content itself—which would surely be helpful in many cases—data sharing could create a risk of recirculation, potentially undermining the purpose of moderation.

If the platforms were to delay the release of such an archive for months or years, many of these challenges would become more manageable through curation (archivists will have more time to redact and engineer data for privacy), and reduced sensitivity (COVID-19 misinformation won’t be as dangerous once a critical mass of the population has been vaccinated). And while the immediate strategic relevance of the data itself would clearly decline over such an interval, it would still represent an absolutely essential resource for researchers wanting to better understand how platforms manage disinformation in times of crisis, or how the specific dynamics of a pandemic reoriented enforcement priorities. Put simply, a long-term archival approach could take advantage of the fact that the risks posed by the sharing of platform data on COVID-19 misinformation and disinformation are likely to fade much faster than that data’s usefulness to researchers.

A Giftschrank could provide the foundation for an archival project of this kind envisioned and carried out by the platforms, ideally one supported by the expertise, coordination, and oversight of seasoned archival institutions. In the process of removing or submerging content that violates a platform’s content moderation standards, platforms might create records both of the action taken, the reasons for it, and of the content in question (potentially to include a full copy). Rather than releasing them immediately, these records would then be placed in a secure archive—a Giftschrank—redacted and minimized as necessary to account for privacy concerns, and eventually made available in a controlled fashion to accredited researchers studying harmful content and related moderation practices. By relying on the independent institutions, norms, and standards of archival science and practice, devoted as they are to the responsible provision of access to sensitive materials, the platforms would be tapping into centuries of collected expertise around the responsible management of information. In doing so, they would demonstrate a new degree of respect for the gravity of the role in which they find themselves.
Platforms should not—and likely cannot—go it alone in taking this archival turn. Rather, the design, administration, and oversight of a Giftschrank could be coordinated by independent civil society organizations with a clear public purpose. Indeed, archival expertise is already concentrated among such organizations, including academic libraries and archives. The involvement of these less commercially oriented experts throughout a Giftschrank system would serve a vital accountability function, tying new platform archiving efforts to a real institutional commitment stretching beyond the walls of a single firm. Government, too, has a role to play, whether by providing the legal protections needed to make promising new archival efforts legally feasible, by developing data sharing and transparency mandates, or by some combination thereof.

Properly designed and executed, a Giftschrank approach applied to online platforms’ content moderation challenges and practices could satisfy at least two socially important archival objectives. First, over a timeline of months or years, it could bolster the accountability, usefulness, and legitimacy of platforms’ content moderation efforts by enabling researchers to analyze, critique, and ultimately help improve them. Second, over a period of years or decades, it could preserve for future scholars and historians vast amounts of vital primary-source material of intense relevance to contemporary politics and society—material that would otherwise be lost through deletion procedures, impoverishing the historical record.

This paper seeks to evaluate the Giftschrank model’s theoretical effectiveness as a documentation and accountability framework for contemporary internet platforms, as well as its feasibility within a corporate setting. Part I further develops the key characteristics of the Giftschrank model and explores the relevance of archival approaches to problems of accountability faced by platforms engaged in content moderation. Part II develops some design considerations for a platform Giftschrank and suggests some probable use cases for the model based on salient areas of content moderation. Part III examines the limitations and implementation risks of the Giftschrank model and proposes measures for mitigating them. Building on that analysis, Part IV suggests some pragmatic starting points for implementation of the Giftschrank concept.
I. AN OLD SOLUTION TO A NEW PROBLEM

The adaptation of principles and methods undergirding the Giftschrank model to the contemporary platform context needn’t be a tortured exercise in historical analogy. There are plenty of differences, in motivation, scale, and capabilities, between the work of a pre-digital German censor and that of a global social media platform. Even so, the two exercises in information control each center on a complex balance among transparency, historical preservation, and public health interests.23 Today’s social media platforms have supercharged old-style censorship—through new levels of granularity in control over content, global-scale human review architectures, and automation—without driving and adopting accompanying innovations in archival technology. To mitigate the risks of new content-shaping paradigms, they must bring the two back into equilibrium. Examining the Giftschrank in historical context lends clues as to how they might do so.

A. The Giftschrank

As mentioned at the outset, the post-World War II era was far from the first time that German authorities sought a flexible means of limiting access to materials deemed unfit for public consumption, or even dangerous. For centuries, German libraries, often acting at the behest of government, kept books and pamphlets considered sensitive or dangerous sequestered under lock and key. These materials ranged from the pornographic to the socially and politically subversive. The Giftschrank—as known by that name—began in the 16th century with the Duke of Bavaria, who opted to restrict rather than destroy hundreds of volumes deemed heretical, so as to better enable members of his court and church allies to grasp the contentions being put forth by sectarian enemies.24 Giftschränke saw continued use through the centuries that followed, often to contain writings deemed to be at odds with the moral and political standards of society.25

While unambiguously a means of censorship, the Giftschrank model reflects an effort to apply what we might today think of as a “public health” calculus to the accessibility of information.26 It captured a sensibility that there were things to be learned, one way or another, from materials deemed objectionable, offensive, or dangerous—whether tactically, in the interest of
“knowing your enemy,” or out of a belief that ideas unfit for public consumption can nonetheless be of value or interest in some limited contexts.27 (For an illustration of this sensibility in contemporary fiction, one need look no further than Harry Potter’s “Restricted Section”—a cordoned-off zone of the Hogwarts library sequestering tomes on taboo subdomains of wizardry.28)

Indeed, libraries actively sought out books with which to fill their Giftschränke. In 1819, Bavaria’s State Library purchased—at considerable expense—a trove of more than 2,900 works of erotic literature collected by the statesman Franz von Krenner.29 These texts made their way into the library’s Giftschrank,30 and later—thanks to their preservation and indexing—became the subject of an 1889 book.31 Only in 1967 were they fully integrated into the library’s public catalog.32

With this utility came evolution beyond the simplicity of a locked cabinet—and significant variation across time and space. As the archival profession developed and libraries, publication volume, and readership grew, Giftschrank-like restricted sections became more formalized and established as part of the topology of libraries and archives. Access to materials deemed dangerous or corruptive was entrusted to professional librarians, with restrictions enforced by institutional and technological controls.33 In the case of the von Krenner collection, for example, two separate keys were needed to open the Giftschrank containing the erotic volumes.34 (As radio producer Sam Greenspan notes on the podcast “99% Invisible,” the system was not dissimilar to those later used to safeguard nuclear launches.)35

Indeed, the principles behind the Giftschrank have been deployed even in cases where the physical sequestering of materials was impossible, or undesirable—as with Hitler’s Mein Kampf and other writings, of which millions of copies were in circulation by the time denazification efforts began.36 In these cases, libraries have turned to what Stephen Kellner of the Bavarian State Library calls a “virtual Giftschrank” approach—systems of controls and restrictions on the lending process intended to add friction and verification steps to the process of getting one’s hands on potentially harmful materials.37 This very approach has become even more fraught in the internet age, as libraries struggle to determine whether or not to make their previously paper-only collections of Nazi materials, requiring an in-person visit to view, freely available in digital form.38
Regardless of the specifics of its form, a Giftschrank is meant to strike a careful balance between two competing interests: the advantages to preserving access to harmful content for those needing to understand or scrutinize it, and the potential harms arising from the preservation and inclusion in a library or archive. But the mechanics of the Giftschrank cannot themselves ensure that such a balance will be successfully struck. Rather, they simply create the opportunity for curation and access control on the part of professional librarians and archivists, professionals bound by norms and expectations meant to align their conduct with the interests of the public. The success or failure of a Giftschrank by any criterion is ultimately dependent on how these professionals use the opportunities for intervention that the Giftschrank affords—when and to whom they offer access to its contents, what they qualify for inclusion and exclusion, and how effectively those controls align with the values they are meant to serve.

Indeed, Giftschränke can just as easily be tools of repression—and expressions of bureaucratic obstructionism—as enablers of responsible information management. Our sense of the balance between the upsides of information access and the costs of exposure to and preservation of harmful content has rightfully shifted over the past four centuries. The Giftschrank may take on a liberal sheen as an alternative to book burning—which indeed it may have been, for a period of centuries—but it feels anachronistic and authoritarian today, given that the large-scale restriction of access to books is anathema in most liberal democracies. It is not particularly surprising that much of the literature around “true” Giftschränke—that is to say, literal holding areas for restricted texts—in the latter half of the 20th century focuses on East Germany, where they were used to store, among other things, materials reflecting Western culture and ideology. For many East German researchers, the sensitive information housed in the German Democratic Republic’s Giftschränke remained almost entirely inaccessible—the restrictions served a bureaucracy committed to a unitary narrative of the world.

So, to relegate anything to a Giftschrank, we might reasonably say, would be a decision of enormous weight. In 1644, less than a century after the first Giftschrank was incorporated in Bavaria, John Milton wrote his Areopagitica. Taking aim at the recently published Licensing Order of 1643—which established governmental prepublication censorship—Areopagitica offers
a classic defense of the public sphere. To the devout Milton, censorship of valuable ideas is a deep and consequential sin, in that “he who destroys a good book, kills reason itself, kills the image of God.” But much censorship that might be considered righteous can bring about serious harms of its own. Turning again to religious allegory, Milton declares that “we bring not innocence into the world, we bring impurity much rather; that which purifies us is trial, and trial is by what is contrary.” *Areopagitica* and its ideas still hold great currency in our contemporary conversations around the public sphere—Justice Brennan’s majority opinion in the landmark First Amendment case *New York Times v. Sullivan* cites *Areopagitica* alongside John Stuart Mill’s *On Liberty* in warning against the prospect of harmful self-censorship by the press.

Given that it stands to introduce new opacity and inequities in access to information, the Giftschrank must respect and contend with that centuries-long legacy. To represent an affirmative move towards transparency and accountability, the Giftschrank must enable the preservation of material that it would otherwise be irresponsible to keep around—it must provide an alternative to deletion for which no equally appealing and less restrictive alternative exists.

In the case of contemporary social media platforms, for which the public disclosure of detailed and representative data relating to content moderation faces currently insurmountable legal, strategic, and privacy barriers, this standard may well be fulfilled. The type of material that would be included in a content moderation archive differs fundamentally from the traditional targets of censorship—books, pamphlets, newspapers—for which archivists tend to default to open access. Much of it, however vile, would reflect pronouncements intended for circles of family and friends, made on the part of individuals. Sharing it publicly would run the risk of violating the privacy of users unprepared for public scrutiny, while raising other risks like reamplification. The Giftschrank approach, which carefully restricts the availability of data to a small group of accredited researchers, after best-effort de-identification and other procedures, may offer a narrow path forward for meaningful archiving. The section that follows will explore some of the challenges confronted by today’s platforms, and how longer-term archival approaches might hold promise as a means of addressing them. Part II will
consider the Giftschrank model as a pragmatic means of putting that promise into practice.

B. Content moderation and the archival profession

Today’s social media companies have assumed the task of moderating a diverse and contentious public sphere across cultural, political, and geographical boundaries. Their approach to this momentous task, generally speaking, has been to develop—and publish, though not in full—sets of rules and standards meant to draw a boundary between acceptable and unacceptable content by nature of what remains visible (or actively amplified) to other users.\(^47\) The sophistication and granularity of these terms of service, and generally speaking, the restrictiveness, which platforms tend to apply on a global basis, has increased markedly over time as platforms have grown in both scale and experience.\(^48\)

Platforms are in a position to impose a wide range of controls on the visibility and circulation of content—takedowns and restrictions of the sort contemplated in many First Amendment cases and hypotheticals are just a few arrows in an overflowing quiver. Short of removing content entirely, platforms can “downrank” or clamp the virality of objectionable content, minimizing its circulation,\(^49\) or label it with user-interface elements providing further context and scrutiny.\(^50\) Platforms can also intervene on a user or group level, via account removals and restrictions or even “shadow bans,” which quietly downrank or hide a user’s contributions without informing the user. (Such an approach can trick rulebreakers who might otherwise just make a new account instead of shouting into the void.)\(^51\)

The speech not permitted by platforms is typically much more broad than that targeted by laws governing speech—which in turn are limited in their scope by provisions like the First Amendment.\(^52\) Indeed, much of what the platforms censor falls under the rubric of speech protected from government censorship in some jurisdictions, from cruel mockery\(^53\) to disinformation\(^54\) and hate speech.\(^55\) This represents an unprecedented development, placing the speech of millions around the world on the platforms of a select few private companies, giving their policies and practices lasting impact.

With these new powers has come pressure to consider new mechanisms for accountability and transparency aimed at ensuring their responsible
exercise. And while new experiments for content decisions, like Facebook’s Oversight Board, reflect platforms’ discomfort with the degree of power they currently wield—and a will to reallocate some of that power outside of their own structures—the fact remains that platforms’ arsenals of moderation techniques are generally deployed in ways that lack the traditional markers of accountability. Online platforms are free to set more or less whichever rules they see fit, without facing any obligation to provide explanation or the opportunity for remedy. (Indeed, attempts to impose such obligations by governments would themselves contend with free-speech limitations, with the platforms as the speakers.) More important for our purposes, the platforms are not subject to meaningful disclosure requirements in relation to the content they restrict.

Prospects for legislatively imposing such requirements on the platforms themselves are murky. In the U.S., the body of law protecting platforms’ autonomy in moderation is robust, supported by cornerstones like the First Amendment and Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. The political feasibility of proposals for sweeping reform of the latter remains in doubt, not least because of an absence of consensus of the ways in which Section 230 falls short. In the meantime, much of the focus—buttressed in no small part by public pressure—has shifted to questions of corporate social responsibility, examining what sorts of measures can and should be implemented of their own volition. Given that platforms function as for-profit companies, progress on a voluntary basis, both on forming policy and on enforcing it, is dependent on the identification of common interests and incentives.

In the case of measures aimed at promoting accountability around content moderation practices, such alignment runs deep. Platforms are facing down a serious deficit of public trust, criticism from the academic and research communities, and regulatory pressure in the U.S. and around the world. These pressures have arisen not just from a discomfort with platforms’ structural dominance over online speech, but also from a well-substantiated sense that they have at times conceived their rules improperly and applied them unevenly. The Facebook Oversight Board and other measures like it, meant to provide accountability and transparency around when and how content decisions are made, and even to expand the groups
of people involved in making them, represent a step towards a new era of content governance oriented first and foremost towards process-driven legitimacy. In other words, rather than venturing iteration after iteration of their rule sets with the hope of getting in step with the expectations of the broader public, the platforms are beginning to look for new ways to engage the public—or at least a limited subset of people outside their own executives and staff—in the process of content policymaking.

But even the most ambitious of these efforts faces a severe constraint. Inclusivity and accountability in the design of rules and standards is only part of the equation. Accountability in the implementation of those guidelines on a platform-wide level is another. Platforms need to be able to demonstrate that the products of content policymaking processes—however accountable those processes may be—are consistently translated into the expected forms of action. Without broad public faith in this tight coupling between policy and practice, public legitimation of content moderation will remain out of reach.

However promising the Facebook Oversight Board may appear, for example, its legitimation in the public eye will ultimately depend on the extent to which it is perceived as making well-founded decisions based on a representative and comprehensible deliberative process. Faith in the process likely won’t arise from charter documents alone—it will also require the scrutiny of actual data.

To put it more broadly, building public faith in platform governance will mean embracing new transparency measures that enable independent experts to examine platforms’ content moderation practices on a comprehensive or highly representative empirical basis. Researchers from outside of the platforms will need to be allowed to take part in the process of examining how content moderation policies are being implemented in practice, and assessing their effectiveness. Independent fact-finders should be able to rigorously explore questions around whether policies are being enforced consistently, how looser standards are being interpreted by front-line content moderators (human or automated), and how moderation practices are maturing over time. The platforms should not be able to get by on anything along the lines of “take our word for it.”

And accountability isn’t the only advantage of better recordkeeping and data sharing on the part of the platforms. A better-informed research
community would be able to build an empirically grounded field around the study of harmful content and interventions against it. That’s not to mention the fact that harmful content is a deeply salient part of our information ecosystem, and that the historical record would be incomplete without thorough documentation of its manifestations. The ability of future scholars and practitioners to draw meaningfully on the lessons of our time will depend in large part on how well we archive.

So, assuming that platforms are turning in earnest towards binding accountability measures, why haven’t they focused more extensively on building and sharing archives of their content moderation practices, along with records of the content those moderation practices were targeted against?

It’s a challenging question, and one with any number of possible answers. Most immediately obvious among them might be legal provisions like the European Union’s “right to be forgotten,” which stand to impose new requirements, restrictions, and potentially liabilities on the retention and sharing of user-generated content.

But even more fundamental are questions of privacy and asset toxicity raised by archives of harmful content. Platforms make moderation decisions on the basis of a complex set of factors, many of which go beyond the content of content, further considering metadata like the identity, ongoing behavior, and social graphs of the people and organizations disseminating and engaging with it. Low-level review of content moderation decision making is difficult to disentangle from the delicate privacy considerations that arise whenever such information is subjected to analysis and scrutiny. Platforms looking to share data with researchers are therefore put in the difficult position of having to redact and de-identify appropriately without scrubbing essential context.

And even setting these privacy considerations aside, the fact remains that platforms moderate when they believe that a piece of content or pattern of behavior presents a meaningful risk to their services or users. The material and metadata that would wind up in content moderation archives would, by their very nature, capture or point to exactly the sort of speech and behavior that platforms consider anathema. The consequences could be substantial—retention of legally sensitive material, risks of reamplification if sharing conditions are too generous or leaks materialize, and the possibility of a
“trophy” effect whereby bad actors seek inclusion⁷¹—making the archives toxic assets. Without accepted industry-wide norms around what “good” or “sufficient” accountability looks like—or well-trodden roadmaps of how to implement archiving in support of it—the activation energy required for meaningful progress remains elusive.

So far, platforms have not found satisfying answers to these questions—nor do we offer fully formed answers to them here. But it’s worth noting that they’re some of the same questions that the archival profession has grappled with for centuries, including with the specific objective of ensuring the accountability of governments, organizations, and individuals.⁷² As a paragraph from the Code of Ethics adopted by the Society of American Archivists concisely states,

Archivists formulate and disseminate access policies that encourage ethical and responsible use. They work with creators, donors, organizations, and communities to ensure that any restrictions applied are appropriate, well-documented, and equitably enforced. When repositories require restrictions to protect confidential and proprietary information, such restrictions should be applied consistently. Archivists should seek to balance the principles of stewardship, access, and respect.⁷³

As that same Code of Ethics makes clear in its opening lines,⁷⁴ archiving is a profession built on strong norms and best practices, developed over the course of millions of ethical encounters across thousands of professional careers. As platforms seek to “balance the principles of stewardship, access, and respect” in their own navigation of data sharing and archiving practices, they should look to those learnings for guidance.

Among them is the archival profession’s focus on long-term custodianship of information—a concept with which online platforms, all of them relatively recent in their origins, have not yet had occasion to fully internalize.⁷⁵ Indeed, as mentioned previously, much of the conversation around data sharing in relation to harmful content has focused on the immediate or near term. That focus is not misplaced: The ecosystems around harmful content are often complex and volatile, and understanding harms—and failures to prevent those harms—sooner can mean stopping them before
they metastasize. But there’s been less focus on a complementary but distinct approach to expanding insight and accountability around content moderation—the creation of archival structures that enable the analysis, assessment, and advising of content moderation practices over long periods of time. Legitimacy and accountability will not be secured overnight, but will rather require the development of a long-term evidentiary record of a consistent relationship between accountable content policy processes and actual content moderation practices. The Facebook Oversight Board’s rulings, for example, will be so much paper if their implementation cannot be verified. Longitudinal data is indispensable, even if it does not reveal the exact contours of present reality.

Long-term archival approaches to accountability in content moderation may mitigate some of the problems encountered by shorter-term forms of data sharing—including those of privacy and asset toxicity contemplated above. For one, longer-term approaches leave more time for curation—the redaction or de-identification of highly illegal or privacy-infringing material, for example. And the gravity of the risks of data sharing, both in terms of privacy and in terms of inadvertent amplification and “trophy” effects, may become less salient as time passes and public attention shifts.

But even with the distinct advantages of long-term archival approaches established, and its risks somewhat mitigated relative to short-term data sharing, the need for careful access controls—and the spirit of the Giftschrank—remains. Making archives like those contemplated above publicly available will likely never be palatable to the platforms—de-identification technology capable of preserving the usefulness of data is not foreseeable, and mirroring and aggregating content deemed unfit for inclusion on a platform stands to defeat part of the purpose of content moderation.

Theorizing the usefulness of archival professionalism and the Giftschrank to contemporary platforms is not the same thing as pointing towards an adoptable model. For that, we must dive into specifics and use cases.
II. DESIGNING A PLATFORM GIFTSCHRANK

PUT BRIEFLY, THE OBJECTIVE of a platform Giftschrank would be to preserve and control access to data about content moderation practices that couldn’t otherwise be made accessible to present or future researchers. It would represent an option of last resort for carefully preserving sensitive material that would otherwise be lost.

The preceding section began to describe how a platform Giftschrank—and a long-term archival approach in general—might help accomplish this aim. We now explore some of the questions and considerations that platforms wanting to implement a Giftschrank model would need to address, particularly with regards to the scope of the Giftschrank’s contents and controls on access to those contents (whether administered by the platforms themselves or by third-party archival management partners, like leading libraries). We will then explore two concrete use cases for the Giftschrank model—COVID-19 misinformation and Facebook’s new Oversight Board.

A. Design considerations

The Giftschrank is much more a set of principles than it is an off-the-shelf, deployment-ready system. As discussed previously, the specific form and function of Giftschränke has varied significantly throughout their history, from locked cabinets to more subtle allocations of copyright and configurations of card catalogs. In adapting the model to their own purposes, platforms would need to make a distinct set of implementation decisions.

1. DATA COVERAGE

We have referred so far to a generalized form of Giftschrank for harmful content: an archive containing a comprehensive record, or highly representative sample, of all content subject to moderation actions along with metadata capturing the specifics of those actions. While, with accountability purposes in mind, such a general approach would offer a maximally robust paper trail around when and how a platform has used its moderation powers, the scale of online speech means that seeking to capture and preserve everything in a useful way may represent an overambitious initial undertaking. As such, platforms may consider deploying the Giftschrank model on more tightly
scoped subsets of the harmful content they address.

These subsets could be event-specific—capturing content and context surrounding particular crises, elections, or campaigns of abusive behavior, say—or they could be focused around particular policy changes or enforcement strategies. Upon rolling out a new content moderation standard, for instance, a platform could assemble a Giftschrank of all enforcement actions related to that standard, which could then be reviewed by internal and external researchers and auditors as a targeted accountability measure. The selection of these subsets would be a curatorial and investigative practice—one which might benefit from the hiring of internal archival teams that could support the scoping and indexing of materials for the benefit of researchers.

While such an approach could cover the full gamut of content handled by platforms—from hate speech to copyright violations—different access, retention, and collection rules may be required for different types of content. (And the archiving of some types of problematic content, like that which violates copyright, may only be feasible given special legal immunities.) Platforms would also have to determine what information and level of detail to include in any given Giftschrank. A platform might, for example, develop a sweeping archive of all of the enforcement actions it undertakes, but provide only a minimal collection of tags and metadata attributes for each record—like a more granular transparency report with circulation limited to approved researchers. This comprehensive accounting could be supplemented by much more detailed event-specific archives of the sort described above, which would provide greater resolution (perhaps including the content itself) on narrower areas of interest—like enforcement actions related to suspected election-year influence campaigns, or to a new policy banning attempts to unduly undermine faith in the integrity of balloting, or to an algorithmic tweak demoting health information flagged as misleading.

Of course, platforms should not be alone in determining what should be preserved as part of these archives. Rather, they might develop new research committees, comprising internal research and policy enforcement staff, as well as external researchers, to take on the curatorial role, developing strategies around which data to preserve. This process should be accompanied by frequent public readouts, welcoming comment from a wider range of researchers and members of the public. It could also be useful in working
through methodological questions, including whether a comprehensive capture of all content falling under the scope of a Giftschränk must be preserved, or if a representative sample would suffice.

Having determined the scope of examples and data attributes to be included in a Giftschränk, a platform would programmatically capture and store relevant records as part of the content moderation pipeline, assembling the resulting records within what archivists call a “dark archive”—a set of materials intended to be accessed only in the future, with any access constrained to its custodian until that time. At this point, redactions and other curatorial actions could be applied, preferably by teams of archival professionals employed by the platforms, or by partner organizations capable of taking on that role. In some instances, as when the sensitivity of records within an archive is tied to one time-constrained event like an election, it may make sense to keep Giftschränke in this “write-only” mode for some period of time before making them available to anyone.

2. ACCESS CONTROLS

While determining the proper content of a Giftschränk would involve weighing complex policy considerations, the most challenging aspect of the design process concerns what happens once archives have been assembled and readied for use. Constrained access—the vetting of would-be researchers—is a cornerstone of the Giftschränk model, the feature that makes it possible for Giftschränke to hold highly sensitive materials. Platforms would need to develop schemes for determining who should get access to a Giftschränk, as well as the terms of use associated with that access. To do so while advancing the purposes of the Giftschränk—accountability, transparency, and the furtherance of worthy research in the public interest—they would need to navigate a complex set of balances.

On one hand, platforms would be strongly incentivized to keep the number of researchers with access to a given Giftschränk relatively small. Each researcher granted access to a Giftschränk is another person who might infringe privacy rights while working with data that can’t be fully de-identified, improperly leak harmful content back into the wild, or irresponsibly sensationalize data. While offering access to a larger number of researchers would provide better research coverage, narrowing access to a small handful
of reputable people and institutions would ensure a far greater degree of accountability and control. Participating researchers could be made subject to technical audits—depending on the specifics of the mode of access—vetted for trustworthiness and adherence to professional standards, and bound by the norms and expectations of their professional communities. And so long as participating researchers remain fully at liberty to publish their findings however they like, subject to the usual rigors of data use agreements and institutional review board approval, this trustworthiness could also be helpful in ensuring that those findings are responsibly narrativized in academic publications and the press. Participants could even review one another’s methodologies and findings, perhaps as a condition of access, granting platforms an assurance of care without requiring them to go hands-on with independent research.

But this tendency towards restrictiveness could easily go too far, and, in any case, will raise thorny questions.78 With small, highly empowered in-groups (likely drawn, in this case, largely from the academic elite), comes the potential for bias, failures in representation, and even cronyism.79 If the group of researchers with access to a Giftschränk is not perceived as representative, neutral, and public-interest oriented, the usefulness of that group’s research may be severely undermined. Indeed, questions relating to the membership composition of external bodies have plagued technology companies in the past.80 Understanding and defining researchers as those who have affiliations at universities is also a U.S./EU-centric view of who qualifies professionally to conduct research studies. Balancing access and validating credentials as an access control continues to be an area ripe for additional thought and study.

To strike this balance, platforms should look to governance architectures that establish an appropriate degree of separation between access parameters and platform interests. They might conduct researcher selection processes in partnership with established research organizations and professional groups that specialize in developing and applying research standards. Or, to go a step further, they might even house Giftschränke with organizations other than themselves, transferring custody to established archival organizations. Leading libraries, for example, could store and provide access to Giftschränk data, managing curation and access as independent third
parties. Such a solution would provide maximal accountability at the cost of less direct control—consigning sensitive data to entities explicitly operating in the public interest—though platforms could surely condition their transfer of custody on continued involvement in archive management.  

A third-party approach to the creation, maintenance, and administration of Giftschränke may also help address one of the key problems raised by a Giftschränk approach—cost-based barriers to participation. The design and implementation of Giftschränke would involve both immediate and long-term costs—supporting development time, legal and policy support, researcher management, the creation of new infrastructure—which only a small handful of platforms would be able to absorb. Developing a common infrastructure for Giftschränke in the hands of, say, a consortium of leading libraries could open the door to more inclusive funding models, economies of scale, and the industry-wide formulation of best practices. Today’s dominant platforms could still take the lead in funding the development of the Giftschränk model, but their work would form a basis for industry-wide progress. Government could incentivize this accountability-maximizing third-party approach by offering protections or safe harbors to libraries and archival institutions offering their services.

Platforms and their partners would have to parameterize the conditions of researcher access, including specific restrictions on how data—particularly privacy-sensitive data—should be handled and used, mandated peer review arrangements, and limitations on the retention of data (by researchers, and by the platforms themselves). This would include defining the mode of access for researchers—platforms or third-party archivists storing Giftschränk data could, under a maximally restrictive approach, require accredited researchers to be on-site for data access. Alternatively, researchers could be required (where methodologically appropriate) to query Giftschränk data through a statistical analysis platform, such that raw data never changes hands. Queries could be audited regularly to prevent abuse.

And while it may make sense in some cases to set temporal retention limits on the contents of Giftschränke, platforms and their partners should also consider how Giftschränk material should be translated into contributions to the historical record, whether in part or as a whole. If and when a period of controlled research access expires, entire Giftschränke could be put into
“cold storage,” preserved as dark archives for the benefit of future researchers. If this long-term preservation proves overly expensive or infeasible, platforms might instead choose to store “samples” from a Giftschrank, or key data sets undergirding analyses produced and published by researchers.

In designing such systems, the architects of a Giftschrank should look to other areas of research involving the management and sharing of large volumes of sensitive data. For example, a massive literature (and regulatory apparatus) exists around guidelines and standards for the sharing of clinical data for medical research. This work, carried out over the course of decades, has strengthened professional norms in the medical research community and, despite continued debate on key issues, provides those engaged with such research with a strong foundation of best practices. Also of note is the fact that the field of clinical research has made great strides towards establishing data sharing as a basic requirement of publication—cementing the responsible flow of sensitive data between researchers as a best practice in itself.

Mapping one potential Giftschrank pipeline from collection to sharing

B. Giftschrank use cases
The question at the heart of the Giftschrank model is not just how a system should provide for greater transparency and research data availability, but
also why it should do so. Indeed, access to greater information about governance processes has sometimes proved a force for cynicism and polarization. Scholars like Lawrence Lessig and David Pozen have argued that transparency measures can hamper efforts to reform the very institutions they are designed to demystify and hold accountable. Building on the arguments for transparency in content governance already presented here, this section explores several concrete use cases for the Giftschrank concept, each tackling a particular area of platform policy in which accountability and data access are of paramount concern—and could be greatly buttressed by an archival approach.

1. COVID-19 MISINFORMATION
The current pandemic has ushered in a global wave of misinformation, from misleading medical advice and spurious accounts of impending government action to conspiracy narratives claiming, among other things, that the virus is a hoax, originated in a lab, or is caused by 5G towers. Journalists, researchers, and public health agencies have sought to track and address this misinformation with varying degrees of success. Their efforts have been accompanied by expanded calls for data releases and transparency from platforms, which are facing down their own set of challenges: the need to adapt and expand definitions of harmful content to address what could be imminent harms, staffing shortages and disruptions caused by the shift to remote work, and knock-on effects that have had a deleterious effect on users’ mental health.

The pandemic has been a time of on-the-fly adaptation and triage for the platforms, which have adopted more aggressive content moderation strategies, leaned increasingly on automated moderation tools, and established new partnerships with public health organizations and other credible brokers. Those public health organizations have had to adapt as well, leveraging social media to unprecedented extents to circulate credible information and debunk false narratives. It has also been a contentious time, during which the platforms have faced enormous scrutiny—Twitter, for instance, has found itself in the middle of a dispute around the propriety of its efforts to restrict misleading narratives posted by heads of state.

COVID-19 misinformation represents a test of social media platforms’
ability to adapt speech controls to meet the distinctive demands of a crisis situation. And while many platforms have sought to be communicative in their handling of the crisis, a Giftschrank approach could establish a much clearer, richer, and more accountable basis for public understanding of platform responses. Beyond serving that core accountability interest, a Giftschrank preserving a reliable record of how platforms are moderating content—and what content they’re moderating—could be useful to researchers, public health organizations, and the platforms themselves in planning for future crises of information quality and access.

Timescale considerations also agitate for a Giftschrank for COVID-19 misinformation. The pandemic represents a world-historical event—a moment in history that scholars, policymakers, and members of the public will look back to time and time again. It stands to be a touchpoint for any future health care crisis, and particularly any global-scale crisis where the efficacy of a response is largely dependent on the circulation of credible information. The usefulness of data about COVID-19 misinformation therefore likely has an exceptionally long shelf-life, and serves to fill what would otherwise be a serious gap in future understandings of the pandemic. That long shelf-life suggests a long-term archiving approach.

And a lengthy timescale would actually make it possible for platforms to take immediate action. Platforms could start constructing a write-only “dark archive” precursor to a Giftschrank immediately, with the expectation that more complicated and deliberative archive preparation processes—like minimization, indexing, and other measures—would be considered and carried out once the heat of the crisis has passed. In that sense, the Giftschrank approach would actually buy the platforms time, enabling them and their archival experts to make a specific decision on the form and function of an eventual archive—or even whether to go through with the archive at all—in a less chaotic moment.

Indeed, that option to securely capture first and build archives later means that the Giftschrank model is perfectly suited for moments of crisis, avoiding many of the risks, time pressures, and resource constraints that a real-time data sharing approach would impose. The COVID-19 pandemic may also provide an opportunity for a multi-platform Giftschrank, given that misinformation has manifested across different platforms in different
ways. A single collective archive, perhaps managed by a trusted third party like a library consortium, could provide future researchers with the material to draw significant comparative and cross-cutting insights.

2. THE FACEBOOK OVERSIGHT BOARD

Facebook’s newly minted Oversight Board for content decisions has the potential to cement itself as a bold experiment in accountable content governance. The board will have the opportunity to review takedowns that have been appealed by Facebook users—or forwarded to the board by Facebook itself—in a binding way. The board’s decisions on appealed takedowns will both determine the outcome of the case under consideration and set precedent, such that they will shape future content decisions of a similar nature. If it can meaningfully bind corporate action to the judgments of experts beyond the walls of Facebook itself, the board stands to model a new way of thinking about platform accountability around content moderation decisions.

As an institution intended to build legitimacy and public buy-in around Facebook’s content policy processes, the Oversight Board’s success is largely dependent on its credibility and transparency. For the board to be perceived as a legitimate governance institution, Facebook users and members of the public will need to be convinced that it functions autonomously, makes coherent decisions, and has the power to meaningfully affect the course of Facebook’s policy. To support this long-term legitimacy-building process, Facebook might consider implementing two related Giftschränke—one covering the content and other “exhibits” coming before the board, the other tracking the implementation of specific board decisions across Facebook.

The first Giftschränk will be essential in establishing—now and into the future—the integrity of the board’s review process. Researchers and others seeking to understand the course of the development of the board’s “jurisprudence”—and its operational conventions, which will surely shift substantially as it grows into its role—would benefit from access to the materials that the board has before it in making determinations on cases. While some of these materials may be sensitive enough that they cannot be shared publicly, preserving and archiving them in an organized way will ensure that the board’s decisions can be fully contextualized well into the future. The mere fact of such an archive’s existence may be credibility-building in
itself, ensuring that reference is possible under exceptional circumstances.

Such an archive is particularly essential given that Facebook is looking to the board as a source of precedent. Drawing on precedent often means understanding why past decisions were made, considering their scope and specificities, and even assessing whether they might have been wrongly rendered. In its most limited form, the Geschenkschrank could be accessible only to members of the Oversight Board itself, such that they could review the full context of past decisions. But by formalizing the archive even for this limited audience, Facebook would be developing a coherent record of board actions that could eventually be opened up—in part or in full—to future researchers, or even to the public at large.

The usefulness of the second style of Geschenkschrank would pick up where the first leaves off. Decisions made by the Oversight Board are supposed to translate into policy adjustments by Facebook, but the means of this translation are not entirely clear. To ensure accountability, the board might be given the opportunity to charter new Geschenkschrank archives meant to capture Facebook’s enforcement of its rules around particular types of content decisions. If, for example, the board made a ruling requiring Facebook to leave up groups for organizing anti-quarantine protests, it might request that an archive of all actions directed at anti-quarantine pages be created. This ingestion of materials may be more feasible in some cases than in others, where takedowns relevant to a decision are less separable from irrelevant takedowns.

In cases where they are feasible to implement, archives of this second kind would allow the tracking of board decisions between theory and practice, ensuring accountability around Facebook’s implementation of the board’s will. The archives might be audited by independent subject-matter experts appointed by the board itself to follow up on high-stakes decisions that the board feels should result in significant changes. In instances where mismatches materialize, this review process would provide an opportunity for further dialogue and deliberation between Facebook and the board. In instances where board decisions and Facebook’s practices align, the board may be able to report its empirically substantiated successes to the public, bolstering confidence in its ability to meaningfully shape policy.

Both of the Geschenkchranke would also serve a longer-term purpose—providing
the material for a more comprehensive accounting of the board’s development, including its stumbles. Such an accounting, particularly if produced by independent researchers, could provide a credible basis for the development of future oversight boards with similarly binding power, helping to convert a single-platform experiment into an industry-wide best practice.

III. BARRIERS TO THE GIFTSCHRANK MODEL

Even when all stakeholders agree conceptually that a data-sharing approach may hold potential as a remedy to a problem of urgent concern, implementation within the context of a private platform or firm more generally encounters barriers, including a potential first-mover disadvantage, legal exposure, and privacy risk. This section examines practical considerations that might forestall adoption of a Giftschrank model.

A. The first-mover disadvantage

There is often a first-mover disadvantage among private sector peers considering new transparency mechanisms. While there may be a general understanding or assumption that activities like hate speech occur across multiple platforms, hard data still has the power to shape public narratives. A first-mover may well end up furnishing concrete proof of objectionable activities on its platform in particular—and when researchers only have one data source, contextualizing platform-level problems in terms of ecosystem-level trends means speculating. What’s more, companies that invest in transparency mechanisms despite the risks rarely receive much credit for these efforts, especially if the phenomena exposed are ugly or shocking. It’s understandably difficult to praise a company for putting a Pandora’s box of its worst elements, including previously unseen ones, on public display, especially if others keep their problems better-hidden. Further, if one company tries a transparency model that results in public relations blowback, other companies can avoid investing money, time, and risk in such an approach, even if industry-wide adoption would result in better optics and outcomes.

However, it can also be argued there is a competitive advantage to
making public commitments, and being a corporate leader with external stakeholders (e.g., civil society advocates and academics) in creating accountability mechanisms that serve larger social interests. The first mover can define the terms of retention and access, and do so in a way that limits other liability risks. The time delay component is also a vital element of the Giftschrank model, in that it can provide a degree of separation between platform decision makers and future scholarship. For certain very sensitive material, archives could be kept “dark” for decades, released long after the sensitivities have attenuated, and, for internal incentives purposes, after most current employees have retired and restricted stock units are vested. Of course, this same time delay is likely to also instill public distrust in ultimately upholding these commitments, which is why other design elements and governance are included so that private firms could not issue false promises.

**B. Privacy risks and legal vulnerabilities**

Data sharing and information access creates regulatory uncertainty for private companies. Assessing privacy risks has been a focus of scholarship throughout the last several years in order to better encourage private companies to engage in responsible data sharing. A model like the Giftschrank opens up unknown liability for a company, especially as laws stand to evolve over the lifetime of a Giftschrank and its materials. It is possible that relevant statutes of limitations could expire for causes of actions based on material set aside for a Giftschrank, therefore limiting the potential liability of a private company.

Within the landscape of global laws, the intricacies of managing the legal threat exposed by the Giftschrank model remains overwhelming. From a legal risk perspective, creating any public (or semi-public) archive, complex or extensive data sharing or access mechanism (data sharing here is viewed as implicit with the contents of the archive), or documentation of politically and ethically fraught material may be irrational. The risk of regulatory change, liability, or bad press stands to outweigh possible benefit to a private firm, especially when such risks implicate unknowns and cannot be easily quantified. For instance, one cannot anticipate all of the means by
which someone could re-identify or otherwise harm individuals whose data is included in an archive. It is also possible that de-identification methods and privacy-preserving techniques used to help protect privacy interests at the creation of a Giftschrank would be made obsolete or less protective by the time that data is made accessible, placing further weight on the trustworthiness of the researchers chosen to receive access.

One existential design threat is that the Giftschrank could be abused to capture speech deemed objectionable by an authoritarian government and reverse engineered to harm individuals. Or, speech could be captured and later re-identified in a way that documents past beliefs and harms a person in the future. These privacy harms underscore why the design of privacy preserving measures are vital to enabling a Giftschrank model.

Further, no one employee (or handful) would want to be responsible for signing off on so many unknowns, and without industry-level archival standards or safe harbors it would require significant outside support and internal leadership buy-in for a company to commit to launching a Giftschrank model. That said, decisions to share data despite extensive risk and expense are not without precedent: the Social Science One Initiative at Facebook attempted to create at-scale data sharing that implemented differential privacy techniques to enable unprecedented research to occur on misinformation around elections. This initiative required significant investment and commitment from a private company (Facebook) alongside external partners to implement. Though it has experienced both criticism and setbacks, it illustrates that—with sufficient corporate buy-in, support, and investment—ambitious public-interest data sharing initiatives can make it off the launch pad.

A Giftschrank would need to be designed to be consistent with obligations made to users about how their information could be used or shared at the time of their post. Preservation of data generated by users will also invoke concern around compliance with international privacy laws. The propagation of data protection interests and vindication of legal rights after data has been shared with a third party, regardless of purpose, is one of the key challenges of the current data protection era. There are specific concerns around complying with data use and retention obligations within the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other new and evolving
legal regimes, like the California Consumer Privacy Act. Retaining data for such a long time is likely to frustrate current norms around user rights to delete past posts or even specific legal obligations like GDPR’s right to erasure (commonly known as the “right to be forgotten”). The time component of the Giftschränke adds further complications: if a law is passed that allows users—even those who propagate hate speech—to request the deletion of their data, or to review data that is kept about them, it could complicate retention in the Giftschränke. A user-driven redaction model would, at best, require sophisticated and ongoing alterations to Giftschränke contents.

Depending upon the design of the Giftschränke, it is possible that posts may be de-identified so that some user privacy concerns may be minimized. This could impact the quality of the dataset or ability to look for patterns among posters or social networks. An upside to the time variable in the Giftschränke is that it would be harder to re-identify posts by searching the contents on a search engine or platform—a known risk in social media research when tweets or posts have been sanitized by removing the user handle. By waiting many years, it is likely these posts could be taken down (possibly by content moderation itself—though perhaps not uniformly across sites) or simply become obfuscated through time.

However, some posts may be discussed in blogs, research papers, and the news, which would make it difficult to protect the identity of the poster in the future. Many could argue that someone who posts hate speech does not have a right to privacy, or that by posting the speech in a public fashion vitiated their right to privacy. Yet, internet policy is often defined by fringe cases. There are ethical balances to consider. For instance, if an 18-year-old posts hate speech, and later regrets and takes down the text (see above for discussion on considerations around the right to be forgotten), this could be forever enshrined within a Giftschränke archival model. These ethical concerns may be minimized and considered within the implementation design, and by limiting identifying information, researcher access, and codes of conduct for researchers using these data in the future.

Giftschränke do not necessitate global coverage and access. Given the growing complexity of international laws on content, privacy, and misinformation, a Giftschränke (or network of Giftschränke) should be kept regional to lessen legal liability, complexity, and exposure. This would likely privilege
particular regions over others, and give them access to future research likely to have contemporary salience. But there could be other ways of expressing priority (e.g., political or real-world necessity) in determining which regions are included in an implementation model.

Another possible legal exposure would be that if data are retained and held for future access, governments or other actors could possibly sue companies to gain access to these archives before they were designed to be released. This would not only frustrate privacy and ethical concerns designed to be addressed by locking content away for a set time period, but also would create another risk and disincentivize adoption. It is possible this risk could be negated if a third party held the archive, or if there were safe-harbor-style laws passed in a region to protect information stored in an archive like a Giftschrank.102

Where there are privacy risks, there are often security risks. A digital implementation of a Giftschrank would have a large attack surface (both in terms of data included and length of time stored) that could be attractive to bad actors. There is a unique threat model associated with a digital Giftschrank that collects sensitive material in one location for long-term storage and centralized access. This creates security risks and further liabilities for companies.

The design of the Giftschrank could play a role in minimizing legal exposure and risk, and adding in additional protections for privacy and ethics. Limiting access (e.g., to only accredited researchers), putting limitations on use and access through the use of clear rooms or other gating and control mechanisms, and thinking about who should govern the Giftschrank itself should be considered to minimize risk and legal vulnerability.

IV. STARTING POINTS FOR GIFTSCHRANK IMPLEMENTATION

Previous sections outline an idealized model for Giftschrank-style archival implementation in the platform era. Given possible misalignment in incentives and privacy risks as barriers, an all-or-nothing approach to implementing a Giftschrank model from scratch
would be unrealistic. Here we propose partial implementations and pragmatic places to start a Giftschrank that attempt to minimize barriers for private firms.

A. User-driven data donation models

The most lightweight—and least platform-dependent—approach to creating a Giftschrank for online content could be to crowdsource collection through dispersed data donation models that avoid corporate incentives and action altogether. Even if private companies want to commit resources to a Giftschrank-style initiative, it could still take years or be held up (or altered) at various points, depending on external pressures and legal uncertainty. Corporate participation and external, crowd-driven initiatives do not have to be mutually exclusive either: It may be possible to design the two types of Giftschrank such that each complements the design and limitations of the other for a more robust accountability system overall.

Users and researchers already interact—to varying degrees—with hate speech and other harmful content online through the nature of their digital lives and activities. Though scraping and systematic collection of content is often prohibited by terms of service on public platforms (in part due to privacy concerns around Cambridge Analytica-style mass harvesting of user data), it is possible that smaller-scale curation could be done in a way that collects key examples without mass violation of privacy rights or legal terms. The post-WWII German Giftschrank of Nazi texts was not an exhaustive collection of every instance of hate speech ever recorded, but rather a curated collection meant to encapsulate enough of the rhetoric needed to enable future study and analysis. Using even small-scale, selected captures to document the lived experience of users could enable a curated collection of particular kinds of hate speech. Platforms could explicitly support donation, including natively within their abuse reporting tools, and set standards for who can do so—either only selected researchers or perhaps a larger crowdsoruce. Here, too, librarians and archivists should have a role—both in curating content within the archive, and in instilling some agreed-upon level of data cleaning and possibly other privacy-preserving measures.

These user donation models for small-scale data collection may risk decreased data quality and less robust access controls than a more
centralized and “official” Giftschrank model. And there is reason to believe that the legal and ethical concerns attending a platform-led data access model may persist—indeed, the field of medical research is currently engaged in a fierce debate over the propriety of soliciting, using, and sharing data explicitly donated by patients. These considerations may be mitigable by integrating members of the library and archival professions at the site of the crowdsourced infrastructure—another reason to engage with specialist third-party institutions like libraries early and often, regardless of the ultimate form a Giftschrank takes.

The Giftschrank model could also be amended to preserve researchers’ individual data sets used for the small-scale study of misinformation and hate speech. Researchers who have already hand-curated samples of hate speech could have a platform to donate their collections into long-term preservation so that future researchers could better benefit from their work. There are many possible models that could work with (but not depend upon) private companies to be the initiators and designers of Giftschränke. Such models could leverage cooperation and support from private companies by enabling them to participate in external design and implementation, even without official action. An externalized model focused on cooperation with platforms could bootstrap long-term data sharing by avoiding a collision of interests and conflicts around how public data is captured, stored, and shared.

Platforms could also enable larger-scale, user-directed sharing through rights like data portability. Data portability enables users to transfer their personal information from one digital context to another on their own prerogative. Currently, these data portability tools are in their infancy and limited to instances where it is clear whose data is being ported, and where privacy risks have been minimized or eliminated. There are key questions, however, about the data protection interests of other users when ported information involves multiple parties—as would be the case for hate speech comments or possible public posts within a social network. Though current portability tools are not now designed to port content that might include hate speech (unless of course that speech was made by the directing individual), it is possible future tools could include comments and other data types that would be useful for a Giftschrank.
B. Cooperative archival governance

In order to better address concerns around first-mover disadvantage—or to possibly instill peer pressure between companies—a cooperative commitment could be formed with a public set of companies to contribute or help facilitate the development of industry-wide archiving practices. This model would require external leadership and governance, but member companies could possibly contribute funding, as well as internal tools or expertise to feed into a cooperative archival approach. Such a model could be used to generate shared responsibility between a third-party data holder and data providers, and enable aGiftschränken in part through the equal distribution of risk.

Collaborative governance would fall on a natural spectrum of involvement. At one extreme, platforms could consolidate their technical infrastructures, unifying the Giftschränken “stack” across private-sector actors. At the other, they could simply develop industry-wide best practices, messaging, and research access protocols.

Though it does not implicate the sorts of access control measures envisioned for aGiftschränken, the Lumen project at Harvard University’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society provides one model for industry-wide data sharing around content takedowns. Every day, Lumen collects and indexes thousands of “requests to remove materials from the web”—many of them submitted under the notice-and-takedown process of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). These requests are shared with Lumen by a broad range of contributors including Google, Twitter, YouTube, Wikipedia, and Stack Exchange. The more than 10 million notices included in Lumen’s database have formed the basis for significant research projects, including a research project from UCLA Professor Eugene Volokh on fraudulent takedown notices, and a Wall Street Journal analysis of DMCA-driven link suppression by Google users. (After the Journal shared its results with Google, the platform reportedly restored upwards of 52,000 improperly removed links.)

By putting in place consolidated collection and access infrastructure for takedown data, Lumen has developed a platform for ecosystem-level analysis of takedown request patterns. New contributors are liberated from the burden of envisioning a bespoke sharing protocol for data relating to
takedown notices—they can instead simply plug into the project’s tried-and-true approach.

Regardless of the specific form of any collaborative archival structure, external coordination and oversight will be essential. As mentioned previously, a consortium of libraries or other civil society partners may be in a position to provide a coordinating platform for such an undertaking, whether by administering data infrastructure or by providing guidance, oversight, and archival expertise. Such a model would make it far easier to onboard new private companies wanting to contribute to a Giftschrank, both by formalizing Giftschrank protocols and by providing an authoritative statement of best practices. It would also provide a basis for greater public accountability, pulling certain Giftschrank functions out from behind the corporate veil.

C. Regulatory measures to enable (or require) Giftschränke

As mentioned in the previous section, legislation could help boost incentives and alleviate risks associated with private firms’ creation of or participation in a Giftschrank model. For instance, a law creating a safe harbor for the content donated or stored in an archive would significantly mitigate legal risks inherent in Giftschrank adoption. Given that platforms’ willingness to retain and share data is significantly restricted by such barriers—or the possibility that such risks might later materialize—a legislative assurance of legal protection for Giftschrank-style archiving, subject to strict conditions, might enable otherwise infeasible forms of corporate action.

Given the significance of the accountability interests served by archiving, legislators may even go a step further, setting out transparency and research access requirements by which private platforms of a certain size should abide. These requirements could include, for example, specified retention periods for certain data related to content removed by platforms, a mandate to sign onto or develop a data-sharing framework within certain parameters, and the regular publication of information regarding how data is being shared and used for research purposes. In most cases, these requirements would need to be accompanied by safe harbors and regulatory aids of the sort described above. Such an approach, though fraught with far too many questions and potential risks to be explored in depth here, could get around
many of the disincentives to data sharing confronted by today’s platforms, particularly if designed with enough flexibility to allow platforms to tailor implementation to their own needs.

This carrot-and-stick approach could be formulated to steer platforms towards a data sharing and transparency model built around third-party archival partners drawn from civil society. As discussed above, such an approach would facilitate the development of best practices; provide a degree of independent accountability around the design and implementation of the Giftschrank model; and bring to bear the native expertise of the sorts of institutions, like libraries and archival organizations, that would best fit the role. Distributing responsibility for archiving beyond the walls of any one firm would mean establishing the Giftschrank not just as another platform initiative, but as a real partnership between industry, civil society, and—through its enabling regulatory powers—government. This sort of multi-sectoral arrangement, if given real legal weight, might provide even those deeply critical of platforms’ data sharing efforts to this point a reason to keep an open mind.

Outside of questions of legal immunity, public regulators could further increase the viability of a Giftschrank model by clarifying—and limiting—how social media companies’ archives could be accessed under warrant by law enforcement and intelligence agencies. Given the civil liberties risks implicated by such access, firm rules of the road would be essential, along with measures to ensure the consistent tracking and reporting of government access requests.

Many regulatory approaches to driving Giftschrank adoption may risk significant conflicts with other values discussed within this essay, as well as incompatibility with privacy policies, security mandates, or responsible data management practices. At its worst, regulation could create impossible mandates that collide with other areas of law and policy. Legislative proposals also may narrowly prescribe regional approaches that conflict with global standards, or could be drafted by governments with the intent of creating repositories that invade citizen privacy and impede free speech. This paper elucidates the need for careful policymaking that incentivizes public interest action, but prevents overly prescribed and under-designed Band-Aid approaches that risk privacy and security harms.
V. CONCLUSION

The archival approach described here is by no means a catch-all solution to the problems faced by platforms seeking a more transparent and accountable record of moderation actions. Giftschränke cannot and will not replace efforts to develop effective protocols for real-time data sharing, nor do they represent truly “open” resources, centered as they are around access control schemes. But even so, they may be our best alternative—at least for now—to a paradigm in which it makes little sense for platforms to do anything other than to delete first and ask questions later.

Prospects of implementing a Giftschrank face real challenges, many of which we have laid out here. But part of the ethos of archiving is that every little bit counts—whether by considering some of the initial schema laid out here, by constraining a pilot Giftschrank to a very narrow topic, or by attempting a dry-run dark archive without making any representations to outside stakeholders. In this way, platforms and their archival partners can start today in exploring what a better-documented future for content moderation might look like. The Giftschrank model raises important questions and challenges that should be further studied and developed by practitioners and researchers.
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